DATA SHEET: Ivanti Asset Mangement Suite

Ivanti Asset Management Suite
Gain complete visibility to maximize the performance and
value of your hardware and software assets. Reclaim
unused software, meet compliance requirements, and
save time with a centralized view of your assets. No
more guesswork on where you stand with your effective
license position. Know what assets you have, where they
are, how they’re used, and how they perform for better
decisions at any stage of an asset’s lifecycle.

Leverage Powerful Discovery
and Inventory Processes
Identify what hardware and software exists in your IT
®
environment. Ivanti IT Asset Management Suite aggregates
data automatically for clients or servers. Make informed
decisions from the moment you purchase an asset through its
entire lifecycle. The ITAM Suite publishes analytical data and
management reports to tablets, smartphones, or any device
with an Internet browser. Executives and IT management teams
obtain a complete picture of which assets are in use and gain
direct insight into their current state of compliance. Correct
information delivered at the right time drives confidence in data
and enables accurate decisions.

Achieve Complete Visibility of
All IT Assets with B2B Connectors
Eliminate spreadsheets and gain vendor visibility with businessto-business (B2B) connectors that aggregate manufacturer,
vendor, and reseller data such as purchase order numbers,
device types, and location mapping from the moment you
acquire a new asset. In addition, automatic processes improve
efficiencies and reveal more usable data on demand, which
takes months to gather otherwise.

Reclaim Operational Expense
and Survive Audits
Software license true-ups are a thing of the past. Now you can
maintain software license compliance for audits and curb
overspending on software applications. The Suite delivers
timely information to auditors and calculates your effective
software license position by identifying who is using what
software and under what licensing agreement it’s covered. You
gain better visibility into software and asset lifecycles, licensing,
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and ownership. Reclaim unused software licenses automatically
to reallocate needed resources elsewhere, or renegotiate your
licensing terms and agreements to reduce the risk of financial
drain.

Craft Lifecycle Processes
around Your IT Assets
Knowing what hardware needs to be purchased, updated, and
maintained enables IT management to plan ahead and avoid
hasty purchasing decisions. Calendaring refreshes to speed
deployment of new devices and scheduling maintenance of
owned hardware means end users gain the right tools when
needed to be more productive.
Save time and money with more than 40 automated processes,
including onboarding and offboarding, software audit, and
others.
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